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#WOMEN2DRIVE: Sound 

The Women2Drive campaign is an important issue. We think that it is also a 

groundbreaking issue for women’s rights in the Middle East. While, women in Saudi Arabia have 

endured the alienation of human rights violations for centuries, the laws that restrict a woman’s 

ability to drive, seem overly imprudent. If the Saudi Arabian government can begin to see the 

obvious ridiculousness of their sexist stance on this issue, women may soon have further rights 

afforded to them through continued activism and media exposure. This is why we think that it 

will be significant to capture the intensity of our PSA and the emotionality of the oppressive 

undertones, through effective background noise and melancholy music. The Women2Drive 

campaign is beyond just a movement, it is the possibility and future of women’s rights in the 

Arab world, of soon being recognized and acknowledged. With this in mind, we want to portray 

the unbound image and future identity of Saudi Arabian women, as progressive and 

technologically inclined, by creating a sound track and image montage that represents music and 

life within resolution. 

In order to create the sound that correlates with the pre-production ideas of the group, it 

will be important that the beginning of the film impacts the viewer expressively within the 



context of the scene. The PSA, during the opening scene, is set to open as a black screen with the 

film’s title #WOMEN2DRIVE. We want this scene to feel lonely with a sense of opportunity. 

However, we also want to convey the reality and seriousness of the issue that the #Women2Drive 

campaign promotes. By using music with deep undertones and bass lines that move towards a 

sonic background noise, caused by the suspension of melancholy sound, we think this can be 

achieved. Also, we want it to push the audience to make quick decision on the film’s resolve, 

very early on and create an urgency that pulls them out of the black screen and into the 

movement.  

As the film moves from the title screen to the narrative entrance of a woman’s voice, we 

want the melancholic music to begin to fade into the lower ends of the listening spectrum. We 

think that this will set the serious tone of the film and play into the “personal” account aspect of 

the narration. This effect can be extended by driving the beat into the intensity of the truthfulness 

behind the displaced events, while opening up into a brighter sound that ambles the viewer away 

from the reality of past events and back into the possibility of resolve. As the camera slowly 

fades out from a white screen into a close-up of a man sitting inside of a car, we want the music 

to play into the angles of the scene and represent the purpose of him being there. As an 

expressionless character in the PSA, we think the man should have low level music in the 

background that emphasizes man’s intolerance to the issue. Throughout the film, this 

melancholic sound will play. However, towards the end, when the screen turns black and we 

show the rapid succession of still photos, we will be playing M.I.A.’s Bad Girls in the 

background. We want to emphasize the power of a woman’s right to drive, regardless of the 



consequence, to be underlined by emotionally supportive music that empowers the viewer to 

recognize and appreciate the important of the Women2Drive campaign.


